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INTRODUCTION
The focus of this series, "Geological Journeys in Northeastern Kentucky" by Dr. John
C. Ph i lley is on selected natural history features, both geologica l and geographical ,
existing in the northeaster n Kentucky counties of Lewis, Fleming, Rowan, Carter, Bath,
Elliott, Morgan and Menifee. These eigh t counties comprise po r tions of two of Kentucky's
area development districts- - Gateway and F1veco .
Currentl y the dean of Morehead State University's Col l ege of Arts and Sciences, Dr.
Philley is a professor of geoscience and is the author of numerous ar ticles, rev i ews,
guidebooks and maps i n his field. A Certified Professional Geologist, Dr. Philley came to
MSU in 1960 and is a for mer president of the Geologi cal Soc iety of Kentucky, th e
Kentucky Academy of Science and the Ken tucky Section, American Institute of
Professi onal Geologists. A graduate of Milsaps College, he hol ds graduate degrees from the
University of Tennessee.
The most prominent geographical feature of this region is the Knobs, a narrow
northeast/southwest l ine of densely wooded hill s separati ng the Cumberland Plateau and
its coal bearing mountains to the east from the easternmost fri nges of the Bluegrass
region to the west...hence the name of one of the districts (Gateway), meani ng both
gateway to the Bluegr ass ar ea and gateway to the more mountainous area to the east since
the figurative gate swi ngs both ways.
The Knobs exist pri mari ly with in the boundaries of the Daniel Boone National Forest,
an extensive forested region extending in to 24 Eastern Kentucky counties from the
southernmost boundary at the Tennessee border in Whitely and McCreary counties
northward as far as Rowan, one of the north ernmost counties which is less than an hour
drive from the Ohio border.
All items have a geo logica l basis, but in some instances--John Swift's lost si l ver
mine for example--t here have been exaggerati ons and embell i shments to stories about
them . The passage of time makes it difficult to discern the tr uth. The fact remains,
however, that northeastern Kentucky has had a rich experience in dealing with mineral
and rock deposits--its hints of gold, silve r , and diamonds; its wealth of coal , fire clay,
and build ing storie--and exhibits much natu ral scenic beauty in mountain knobs and
cliffs, rock shelter s, natural bridges and waterfalls.
What follow s, over the cour se of this ser i es of columns is based upon knowledge
gained by Dr . Philley, mostly on a first -hand basis, over the past 25 years in
nor theastern Kentucky. At least 10 of those years were spent preparing numerous areial
geologic maps for the U.S. Geological survey. This mapping required much hiking up and
down the hills and hollows of some very remote but scenic places.

(more)
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These experiences provided the basis for this series of articles. However, as is the
case for most writing projects, many persons have contributed--former Morehead State
University t;aculty and staff members, along with several students.
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GEOLOGICAL JOURNEYS IN NORTHEASTERN KENTUCKY
THE OIL AND GAS BOOM

BY DR. JOHN C. PHILLEY
Morehead State University
The firJt oil discovered in the United States is usually credited to the famous Drake
I
Well drilled in Pennsylvania in 1859. In 1819, however, a well drilled in McCreary
I
County (formerly Wayne County), along Kentucky's southern border, struck oil. As was
'
often the case
in those early days, the discovery of oil or gas was an accident associated
with the exploratory digging or drilling for salt, a commodity needed by early settlers
for the preJervation of food. Marvin Beatty, a driller from Abingdon, Va., was drilling
for salt in the valley of the South Fork of the Cumberland River when, at a depth of a few
hundred feet, he encountered a thick, black oil which oozed to the surfoce and flowed out
upon the waters of the South Fork.
The Ragland Oil Field

The first successful oil wells in northeastern Kentucky were drilled in the 1890s on
Big Blaine Creek in Lawrence County. However, a more significant oil boom began in
I
1900 with 'the discovery of the Ragland oil field located mainly along the Licking River
valley in Rowan and Bath counties. The discovery well for the Ragland field was drilled
'
on the far~ of Uncle Tommy Ragland, hence the name Ragland oil field. The well initially
produced 30 barrels of rather thick and heavy oil from a depth of 381 to 395 feet below
'
the surface.of the Licking River floodplain.
Between 1900 and 1904 approximately 200 wells were drilled, and about 70
percent were successful in producing some oil. The depths to which the wells were
drilled varied according to the locality of each, ranging from 300 feet at valley locations
to 800 feet or more on hills. Most successful wells initially produced up to 30 barrels
per day, and exceptionally good wells had initial flows of up to 240 barrels daily. The
oil, which was of heavy black consistency, was commonly called "asphalt oil," and was
sold at a comparatively low price. The shallow location of this oil pool was the apparent
cause for t,he natural loss of associated gases and volatiles to the atmosphere, leaving the
remaining .oil with its thick and heavy asphaltic character. Most of the oil was piped to
nearby Sal t Lick, on U.S. 60, where it was shipped out in railroad tank cars.
1
I
'
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Drillers and others commonly call the rock layer containing the oil "Corniferous,"
a widely and loosely used term referring to a thin limestone zone found beneath the
thick, blackl "oil shales" of Devonian age. This oil-producing limestone zone is equivalent
I

to the Silurian-age Bisher Limestone, according to present-day geologists.
Apparently, no new wells were started after 1931 , and in a production report

I

through 1939, the Ragland field had produced more than 3 million barrels of oil.
Although some reports listed the field as having been abandoned in 1931, a limited
amount of

p~oduction continued until

1973, at which time the field was flooded by the

opening of the 8 ,270-acre Cave Run Lake. In fact, many of the most productive wells
were located along Big Cave Run and Litt le Cave Run, tributaries of the Licking River for
which Cave Run Lake was named.

other Oil Pools
A number of small wells in this area have contributed to oil production, but none so
significantly as the Ragland field. For example, in Rowan County near the mouth of Scott
Creek where it now empties into Cave Run Lake, some oil was produced from the
"Corniferous" at depths of about 300 feet. This area, in reality an extension of the
Ragland field, was abandoned in the early 1960s.
In Bath County several small areas closely associated with one another produced some
oil, mostly !from depths of less than 300 feet. Some 20 wells were located in the general
vicinity west and southwest of Salt Lick, near the communities of Olympia and Olympia
Springs. Most of these wells were drilled and subsequently abandoned in the 191 Os and
1920s.
In southern Morgan County is the Cannel City oil pool where production was
abandoned in 1935 but revived in 1946. The first well was drilled in 1912 very near to
Cannel City, and had an initial yield of 320 barrels per day. Between 1912 and 1919,
nearly 60 wells were drilled, producing from the "Corniferous" rocks at depths ranging
between 1,500 and 1,800 feet. In 1940 this field had reportedly produced 400,000
barrels of oil, ranking it second to the Ragland field production at the time.
In Elliott County, in the area surrounding lsonville, oil production continues from
its

beginni~gs

in 1917. Unlike the Ragland and Cannel City pools, this production comes

largely frofn the Farmers siltstone member of the Mississippian-age Borden Formation,
a rock

'

uni~

called the "Weir sandstone" by drillers. The depth of this producing zone

I

exceeds 1 .~00 feet. Several small and isolated but apparently related areas of production
are locatedf throughout the eastern half of Elliott County. By 1940 about 100,000
barrels had been produced from 25 wells.
~

(MORE)
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Natural 6as Production
A number of abandoned gas fields exist in Rowan County, particularly along the
western

sid~ of the county.

the North

They trend in a north-to-south direction roughly parallel to

F~rk of Triplett Creek.

The largest of these fields is the Bluestone field, the

southern enb of which is now flooded by Cave Run Lake. The opposite end of this onceproducing

t~end is the Hardeman School

field, which underlies the very upper end of
'
North Fork and overlaps into Lewis County. Situated between these two fields are the
1

Hawkins Branch and North Triplett fields, the latter being the larger and more
productive and located along both sides of KY 32, just north of 1-64. In fact, during the
1930s and '1940s, this field supplied gas to the city of Morehead, and a couple of its
abandoned wells can be seen on the Morehead State University farm. This gas was also
coming fro111 the "Corniferous," usually at depths of less than 500 feet. By 1952 all
wells in these Rowan County fields, had, for commercial purposes, been abandoned
largely because of the availability of a more dependable gas supply from major natural
gas pipelines that had begun to serve the area. However, a few homes and some sawmills
continue to use gas from old wells that have been revived and refurbished.
Natural gas is currently produced from several areas of Morgan County, the county in
the immediate region with the best production. The largest producing area is the Grassy
Creek field, located primarily along the valley and nearby hills of Grassy Creek accessed
'

by old KY 205 in western Morgan County. Production began with the development of a
few wells near Mize in 1917. Subsequent production has come from wells near Woods
Bend, Index, West Liberty and Lenox. The source of the gas is from several different rock
layers, but most comes from the "Corniferous" or the Devonian-age Ohio black shales,
which is the source of even greater production in counties much farther to the southeast.

Dr. Phi l/ey, a professor or geosclence, current/)" serves as dean or the College or
Arts and Sciences at Morehead State University.
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GEOLOGICAL JOURNEYS IN NORTHEASTERN KENTUCKY

SILVER AND GOLD IN THEM -THAR- HILLS
BY DR. JOHN C. PHILLEY
Morehead State University
Anyone who ventures throughout Eastern Kentucky for a long enough period of time
will eventually hear tales of silver and gold. Perhaps the most famous tale is the legend
. I
of John Swift's lost silver mine. This mine, if it ever did exist, has been reported to have
been located in several counties. Because of their numerous 'hiding places' such as the
caves, Elliott, Carter, Menifee and Wolfe counties are often mentioned as possible
locations. From time to time, various persons purport to have discovered this legendary
"lost silver mine," only to have their "find" peter out and prove false. Nevertheless, the
search continues.
John Swift, an English sea-faring adventurer, in the 1760s became a door-to-door
peddler in Virginia and North Carolina. He met and befriended a young Frenchman named
Mundy.

Mu~dy.

who had recently escaped from Indian captivity in Eastern Kentucky,

gratefully described to Swift a rich silver mine he had seen during his imprisonment.
Excitedly, Swift organized a team of men, led by Mundy which sought to re-locate the
mine. Legend says that the group indeed found the mine, extracted a great deal of ore, and
melted it into bars. While transporting the heavy bars back to Virginia, the group was
attacked byl Indians. To hasten their escape, the men buried the silver bars at various
points, which they reportedly marked, along the way. Apparently, before reaching
Virginia, Swift and Mundy quarreled and Mundy was slain in the altercation.
Subsequently, the Revolutionary War broke out, and Swift's participation in it
prevented him from immediately organizing another party to retrieve the hidden silver
I

and to extract additional ore. In addition, Swift became blind, a condition which
compounded his problem.
'
Nevertheless, after a period of some 15 years and despite his blindness, Swift
organized another party and attempted to direct the members to the buried bars and
silver

min~. Although Swift presumably had very carefully recorded directions in a
I

journal after becoming blind, the sameness of much of Eastern Kentucky's terrain
doomed thef group to failure. To those foilowing Swift's instructions, one place looked
much like

~nother.

either.

I

They never found the bars or the mine, and evidently no one else has

(MORE)
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Evidence 'of several searches for Swift's fortune may be found in some unusual diggings
in a number of Eastern Kentucky counties. The most unusual of these can be found in the
Red River dorge near the headwaters of Swift Camp branch in Wolfe County, where
someone, sdme time ago, dug a large circular hole straight back into the face of a
I

sandstone cliff. Inside this hole, which has a diameter of approximately six to eight feet,
is another ?ale which goes straight down for about 10 feet. Given the exceptionally
remote location, which precludes the possibility of the use of much equipment, one
wonders just how these holes were dug, and for what purpose. However, from a very
technical geological viewpoint, it is highly unlikely that any significant silver deposits
exist there!

'

Neverthe.less, reports continue to surface regarding the possible location of Swift's
mine. Furthermore, occasional rumors of gold in Eastern Kentucky persist. For
example, aivery thin seam of glauconite, a dark greenish-black to very bright green

'

mineral substance of varying degrees of hardness, can be found at places in Rowan and
Carter counties. The usual position of this irregularly distributed mineral is near the
top of the Mississippian-age Borden Formation. For reasons which are not altogether
clear, this mineralized layer has been exploited at various places in the past, largely
prior to the 1930s, for gold. Subsequent analyses by assayists have revealed absolutely
no gold content whatsoever. As is the case with silver, there are no valid geological
reasons for significant gold deposits in Eastern Kentucky. The fact remains, however,
that rumors of "gold in them thar hills" continue to occur from time to time.
Dr., Philley, a professor of geoscience, currently serves as dean of the College of
'
.
Arts and Sciences at Morehead State Universitv.
###
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GEOLOGICAL JOURNEYS IN NORTHEASTERN KENTUCKY
SHARPSBURG EARTHQUAKE
BY DR. JOHN C. PHILLEY
Morehead State University

On a lazy Sunday afternoon in July 1980. residents of northeastern Kentucky
experienced a very rare occurrence. To be more precise, at 2:52 p.m. on July 28.
1980. a rather sever e earthquake occurred that was felt in as many as 15 states and in
part of Canada. The focal po int of this earthquake was later determined to be located near
Sharpsburg, a small , sparsely populated community in the northwestern part of Bath
County. The magnitude of the earthquake was measured to be 5. 1 on the Richter Scale, a
scale devised by a California scientist to measure the amount of energy produced by
earthquakes. A 5. 1 value is roughly equivalent to more than 200 tons of TNT. (The most
energetic earthquake recorded in history has not exceeded a value of 8.5 of
200 ,000 ,000 tons of TNT .)
Interestingly enough, another earthquake was felt in this area of Bath County on
Septermber 6, 1988. Its Richter Scale reading was slightly l ess at 4.5 .

The New Madrid Earthquake
The most significant earthquake that had ever affected Kentucky previously was the
famous New Madrid earthquake, whose tr em ors were first felt on Dec. 6, 18 1 1 and
continued in termittently until Feb . 7 . 18 12. The focal poi nt of this earthquake was near
New Madrid, Mo., a small town just across the Mississippi River from the westernmost
tip of Kentucky. Its influence most dramatically affected the Mississi ppi River vall ey
areas of western Kentucky and Tennessee . The Reelfoot Lake ar ea, non-existent prior to
the earthquake, was created by the subsidence of the land to create the lake's basin,
which is 10 miles long, 3 miles wide and at least 20 feet deep . The reshuffling of land
level s near the Mississippi River also resulted in reports that the river apparently
reversed its flow tempor arily.

Sharpsburg Earthquake
The 1980 Sharpsburg earthquake was felt readily by area inhabitants for up to 35
seconds. Fortunate ly , no inj ur ies were reported, although some people suffered severe
fright. Property damage was considerable, however. and cons is ted of shattered windows,
toppled chimneys, and cracked foundations. Maysville in Mason County along the Ohio
Ri ver, with its close proximity to the focal point, its relatively high population density
and its numerous older structures suffered the most severe damage. Up to 300 homes and
buildings reportedly were damaged.

(more)
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Faults
In general, earthquakes are related to periodic movements along faults--huge cracks
across the rocks that make up the outer layers of the earth. If stress or pressure builds

th~ crack or fault, then the earth blocks on both sides of the crack or fault may
move sudde~ ly to relieve the built-up pressure. This sudden movement is perceived as
up along

the earthquake.
At Sharpsburg, which was the focal point for the sudden movement, a fault is not
apparent at the surface of the earth. Scientists, namely geologists, surmise that the fault

'

responsibl~ for this earthquake is largely buried beneath the surface and extends from
near Maysville to the Lexington area where there are some surface expressions of the
faulty.
In Elliott and Morgan counties recent geologic mapping has revealed the presence of
several faults at the earth's surface. Fortunately, no known movements or earthquakes
have been recorded in historic times, and because of the relative stability of the faults,

it seems rather unlikely that earthquakes will occur. Nevertheless, the Little Sandy
Fault exten,ds from near Lytten on the west for about 1S miles to the east across the
Little Sandy River and just north of Sandy Hook in Elliott County. A couple of related but
small faults are also located in the county, one near Faye on KY 7 and the other near the
old Wells Creek School on KY 705.
To the south in Morgan County are two other faults, both trending east to west and
roughly parallel to the Little Sandy Fault in Elliott County. The larger of these two is
called the Dehart Fault, a fault about five miles long, the middle of which is located just
south of Dehart on Greasy Creek, a tributary of the Licking River. A portion of this fault
is well exposed in road cuts along the recently re-built part of KY S; 19. The other fault,
which is unnamed, poorly exposed, and not as long as the Dehart Fault, crosses KY S 19
near Zag.

Dr. Phi l/ey, a professor geoscience, currently serves as dean or the college or Aris and
I

Sciences a,t Morehead State University.

I
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GEOLOGICAL JOURNEYS IN NORTHEASTERN KENTUCKY
KENTUCKY"S OIL SHALES

BY DR. JOHN C. PHILLEY
Mor ehead State Universi ty

Kent ucky is blessed with a great abundance of oil-shale deposits, many of whi ch occur
at or ver y near the earth's surface. Many of these deposits are found in several counties
of nor theastern Kentucky . These rocks crop out in a rather circular pattern along the
outer edge of t he Bluegrass region of central Kentucky. The bulk of the rocks, known
technically as the Ohio Shale of Devonian age, attain thicknesses of up to 200 feet in
muc h of northeastern Kentucky.
These shales are composed of very fine-grained muds that were deposited by seas over
a large part of the inter ior of the present North American continent in the Devonian
times of the geologic past. These muds became incorporated with organic remains from
mar ine organisms and plants which bocame the source of the present organic matter,
usual ly called kerogen, which when heated y ields oil, gas and other volati les.
The commercial production of petroleum products from these types of shales began in
Scotland at about the time of the Civil War in the United States. More recently, much
experimentation has been done with producing oil from similar oil-shale rocks in
Col orado and Wyoming. However, competition with the production of oil and gas from
conventi onal sources, despite inflationary times and concerns heightened by
environmentalists and r egulatory agencies have, to date, impeded the development of oilshale mining and refining enterprises in Kentucky.
As early as 1925, it was shown that the Kentucky oil-shale rocks could produce as
much as 21 gallons (one-half barrel) of oi l per ton of rock and from 3,000 to 4 ,000
cubic feet of fuel gas with a net heating value of 337 BTUs per cubic foot. They also ran
unusually high in motor fuel and gave average amounts of good lubricants.
The ultimate feasibi l ity of the oil-sha le industry will be determined by economics
influenced by the life expectancy of conventi onal sources of petr oleum , the spiraling
price of energy, and the extent to which the prospective industry will be regu l ated.

(MOR E )
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Natural 6as Source Rock

These rocks can be very gassy, and in many eastern and southeastern counties where
they are buried several hundreds of feet below the earth's surface, they are the source
rocks for much natural gas production. Excellent exposures of the full extent of these
Devonian-age shales can be easily viewed as one drives along 1-64 in Rowan County for
several miles east of the Licking River Bridge. They are readily recognized by their coal
black color and by the way the highway road cuts are covered by flakes and chips, an
indication that the rock succumbs easily to erosion.
The Sliding Hill

Further evidence that this rock is susceptible to erosion can be seen in a hillside
along KY 1(22 directly to the north of these oil-shale exposures near the Licking River
Bridge on 1-1 64. This hillside, locally known as the "sliding hill," is identified by a huge
"scar"--an area near the top of the hill distinctly devoid of trees, marking the places
where active slippage or separation has occurred. Apparently, at some time in the
geologic past, the nearby Licking River must have meandered from its present course
I
into this hi llside causing it to be over-steepened. This undercutting caused the shales,
1
which are soft and naturally prone to erode easily, to begin to slide. Subsequent road
building at the base of the hill, aided by present-day rains as well as the
freezing/thawing processes, has continued to promote sliding. As one examines this spot
closely, it is readily apparent that the road as well as a small building periodically shift
away from lthe hi 11.
1

I

Tar Sands

I

Some tar sands or rock-asphalt deposits occur at a few places in the Pennsylvanianage sandstone layers located along the Rowan County/Carter County line. Tar sands are
usually sandstones impregnated with an oily bituminous substance of about the
consistency of warm tar. These northeastern Kentucky deposits presently are not deemed
to be suitable commercial deposits, and because the tarry content is very low, they are
easily overlooked except on exceptionally warm days when tar might ooze out of the
rocks. Reportedly, some deposits were worked for a time in the distant past from sites
I
near Soldie'r, a small Carter County community on KY 174.
I

I

Dr. IPhilley, a professor geoscience, currenll)' serves as dean of the college of Arts and
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GEOLOGICAL JOURNEYS IN NORTHEASTERN KENTUCKY
GLACIERS IN EASTERN KENTUCKY?
BY DR. JOHN C. PHILLEY
Morehead State University

On successive days in 1924, Dr. Willard Rouse Jillson of the Kentucky Geological
Survey discovered two unusual rock boulders in northeastern Kentucky, one i n Lewis
Coun ty, the other in Rowan County . Unlike the many other less spectacular boulders that
have since been found, both of these boulders were of a composition different from any
rocks in Kentucky and nearby states, namely of an igneous and metamorphic make-up,
whereas nearly all Kentucky rocks are of a sedimentary origin . These "erratic" boulders
suggested to Dr. Jillson that perhaps some parts of Kentucky had been more int imately
affected by the North American glaciers of th e Pleistocene Epoch than had been
previously suspected.

Epworth Boulder
The boulder in Lewis County is located in the western part of the county on a hill-top
farm, then owned by F.M. Wagner, near the community of Epworth, for which t he
boulder was named. The Epworth boulder, the significance of which was recognized by
Dr. Jillson in 1924, was known to the local inhabitants much earlier. Around the turn of
the century they had dynamited this pecul iarly large rock into a myriad of fragments,
vary ing in weight from a few ounces to several pounds. in the futile expectation of
finding gold or si lver. Subsequently, many pieces of the original rock, estimated to have
weig hed intact as much as 16 tons, have been carried away by curiosity seekers and
others.
The Epworth boulder is metamorphic; that is, it is a rock that has been changed by
processes generated by extreme heat or pr essure . Technically. it is a granitic gneiss,
which means that it was first a granite, an igneous rock, that was changed by the
metamorphic agenc i es into a gneiss . a type of metamorphic rock .

(MORE)
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Farmers Boulder
The Farmers boulder is partially buried, but still conspicuously present in a small
creek bed inl the southwestern part of Rowan County near the small community of
'
Farmers on U.S. 60. This rock remains intact presently, measures about two by three by
six feet, and weighs about three tons. Like the Epworth boulder, its composition is

' again an anomalous circumstance in Kentucky. Furthermore, many local
metamorphic,
'

persons, knbwing about the rock and recognizing its peculiarity, erroneously believed it
to be a metebrite. Specifically, the rock is a schistose quartzite, indicating that the
I

original rock was probably the sedimentary rock, sandstone, which was changed
subsequently by metamorphic processes involving intense heat or very high pressure.
Since metamorphic rocks were not native to Kentucky, the question naturally arose as
to where these rocks came from and how did they get to such remote places in Kentucky.
Dr. Jillson, believing that somehow glaciers had transported these rocks to Kentucky,
sent samples to the Canadian Geological Survey for their analysis. The Canadian
geologists subsequently reported that the granitic gneiss like that of the Epworth boulder
was very abundant and widespread in the Canadian Shield province of Precambrian age.
They particularly pointed to the Laurentian highlands of eastern Canada and the
Adirondack Mountains of New York as possible source areas for the rock. Regarding the
quartzite of the Farmers boulder, rock of this type is found in the areas of the St.
Lawrence River valley and also in the Adirondack Mountains.
In addition to these large boulders, numerous pebbles of possible glacially related
I
origin, ranging from a few ounces to a few pounds, have been found in Elliott, Morgan,
Carter and Montgomery counties.
Thus, it seems clear to most geologists that the Pleistocene glaciers of the Ice Ages
which invaded to the United States from Canada may well have had various ice lobes or
blocks extend into parts of Kentucky, heretofore not c I early documented, where they
melted, dropping their embedded metamorphic pebbles and boulders at various places
quite by happenstance.

I

Dr. Phillev, a professor geoscience, currentlv serves as dean of the college of

Arts and Sciences
at f"'lorehead State Universitv.
I

I
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GEOLOGICAL JOURNEYS IN NORTHEASTERN KENTUCKY
DIAMONDS IN NORTHEASTERN KENTUCKY?
BY DR. JOHN C. PHILLEY
Morehead State University
In 1884 A.R. Crandel l, a geola;iist with the Kentucky Geological Survey, discovered
some badly eroded pipe- like intrusions, known by geologists as dikes, composed of a
greenish-black igneous r ock in Elliott County near Stephens along KY 409. Generally
speak ing, igneous rocks, the products of volcanoes and associated phenomena, are not
expected to be found i n Kentucky, and this occurrence in El liott County is rare, indeed.
After much analysis, the greenish-black rock was called kim ber l ite, largely because of
its great similarity to the igneous rock of the famous Kimberley diamond mines in South
Africa.
The dikes exist at locations on privately owned lands in eastern Elliott County along
Ison Creek, a tributary of the Little Fork of the Little Sandy River . That the igneo us rock
intruded the older and more common, encompassing sedimentary rock is indicated by the
relative abundance of xenol iths contained within the igneous dikes. Xenoliths ar e
irregularly shaped masses of the encompassing sedimentary r ock s, shales, sandstones ,
limestones and coals. Thus, as the hot igneous rock squeezed its way up though cracks in
the surrounding sedim entary rock, pieces of it broke off and became

emb~ded

in it.

The geologic age of these intrusions is estimated to be of early Permian times , about
270 million years ago. The occurrence of these Elliott County dikes and of sim ilar
igneous rock intrusions i n Highland County , Va., as well as in Crittenden Cou nty in
wester n Kentucky, all located along or very near the latitude line of 38 degrees, appears
to some geologists to be much more than coincidental and may have far-reaching
geo logical ramifications. Suggestions have been made that these igneous rocks, when in
the early molten stage of forming, moved toward the earth's surface along a deep-seated
subsurface fault or crack in the earth's cru st during Permian times. Others have
suggested that these processes were caused by, or related to, the same forces that caused
the continents of the globe, once believed to have been united into a single su percontinenta l land mass, to spl it and drift apart, albeit very slowly, to their present-day
positions. This theory is referred to as Continental Drift.
(MOR E )
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I
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physical similarities to the famous diamond-bearing kimberlites

of South Africa, the igneous rocks in Elliott County were called kimberlites also. This
similarity !was noted almost immediately after their discovery, and a search for
diamonds began shortly after Crandell's discovery of the rocks in 1884, and

per iodica ll~ reccu rs featuring sGme ambitious entrepreneur, such as the Kentucky

Kimberlitel Diamond Mining Company of Catlettsburg in 1907, and Kentanna Minerals of
Henderson County, between 1965 and 1970. At one time a 72-feet-deep shaft was sunk
to explore fhe rock for its potential but elusive diamond prizes.
The only gemstones yielded by the rocks have been garnets, semi-precious, reddishbrown min~rals used largely for abrasives and, to some extent, in jewelry as well as
I

jewel bearings for watches. The ones most easily obtained are those which have been
washed outiof the rock by rains, accumulating in the thin soils and nearby drainage
ditches. When found, however, their condition tends to be very poor and not well shaped,
although some have been reported to be as large as one-half inch in diameter.
Another mineral, which is not a gemstone, reported from the igneous rock is
ilmenite, a titanium-bearing mineral with diameters up to one inch. In most recent
years some prospecting companies have seriously examined the sites to determine if the
titatium would be available in sufficient quantity and quality to warrant mining.
Titanium,~

metal, is commonly used as a pigment by the paint industry, but in the

present space age titanium can be alloyed with steel to produce the durable, lightweight
meta ls needed by modern spacecraft.
Dr., Phtlley, a professor geoscience, currently serves as dean of the college of Arts and
Sciences at Norehead State University.
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GEOLOGICAL JOURNEYS IN NORTHEASTERN KENTUCKY
BADLANDS OF EASTERN KENTUCKY
BY DR . JOHN C. PHILLEY
• Morehead State Univer si ty
Licks and springs are not uncommon in the history of Kentucky and owe their
existence to once favorable geological circumstances. Where the surface of the
underground water, that is the water table, might happen to intersect to ground's
surface, water will issue forth with varying degrees of force to produce a spring or a
lick. Where the water has been uncommonly influenced by soluble minerals from
surrounding rocks, a mineralized spring or a salt 1ick may develop. Obviously, the
dissolved mineral in a salt lick is salt .
As in the case of Rifle Springs, a once-thriving spa in Morgan County about eight
miles north of West Liberty along KY 7, and Olympia Springs, a rather famous gathering
spot of the past, located about eight miles southeast of Owingsville in Bath County along
KY 36, people flocked to the sites of the mineral springs for whatever healing powers
might be imparted to them. Hotels, largely gone today, sprang up around the magical
springs.
The salty spring or l icks, on the other hand, commonly attracted deer and other
animals that came to lick the naturally briny deposits. Big Bone Lick, in Boone County
south of Cincinnati, is especially noted for yielding tons of fossil bones of ancient
mammals and other animals that became entombed in the quagmires near the salty licks.
The early settlers of Kentucky sought out the licks and processed salt from the waters
for meat-curing purposes. Blue Licks in Nicholas County was a common site where
Daniel Boone and his contemporaries manufactured salt.
Salt Lick, located in Bath County along U.S. 60 in the center of the Licking River
Valley, was laid out in 1884 and given its name apparently because of numerous salty
springs and licks where deer came to lick.

Knob lick
However, a lesser known 1ick, known largely to the native fo l ks and a few others as
Knob Lick, is also located in Bath County near U.S. 60 about half way between
Owin gsville and Salt Lick. Whether any large mammals sought out this lick is not known,
insofar as no fossil remains of them have been found. Apparently, few early pioneers
visited the site.

(MORE)
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But, Knob Lick is a very unusual place because of the exceptionally well developed
"Badlands-type" of landscape seen here. For several acres there is little or no
vegetation,_owing in part, perhaps, to the salt's earlier influence and, to a greater
extent, the\high degree of susceptibility to rapid erosion imparted by the soft underlying
rocks. A sttanger, suddenly placed amongst the hummocky and gullied slopes, would be
apt to

thin~

he were in the Badlands of the Dakotas.

More specifically, the underlying rock is composed of soft clayey shales that belong to
the upper Rart of the Silurian-age Crab Orchard Formation. This rock at Knob Lick,
'
which is located on private property, does contain many tiny fossils of marine

I

invertebrate animals known commonly as crinoids, brachiopods, and trilobites, many of
which havejbeen mineralogically replaced by pyrite, that is fool's gold. Although these
soft shales brop out at other places in the immediate region, Knob Lick is the only
occurrencejof this extensive type of "Badlands" erosion.

!
Dr. ·Phil/8';1, a professor geoscience, currently serves as dean of the college of Arts and
Sciences at Morehead State University.
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MOUNTAINS . KNOBS . AND ROCKS. Part I
BY DR. JOHN C. PHILLEY
Morehead State University

Throughout much of Menifee, Bath, Rowan and Lewis counties, the geologic development of
many impressive and picturesque mountains, knobs, rock pinnacles and other related features
can be readily seen. A number of these features are common characteristics of what is known as
the Knobs region, a narrow belt of well-defined landscape surr ounding, in spectacular fashion.
the more famous Blue Grass r egion of central Kentucky. Other features are developed from rocks
commonly associated with the Eastern Kentucky Coal Field.

Knobs
A distincti ve belt of knobs, conical hills created apparently by the different speeds with
which the rocks of the Borden Formation responded to erosion. The first glimpse of t he string of
knobs can be observed as one approaches the Li cki ng River valley just west of the Bath CountyRowan County l ine on I 64. Many of the knobs have been given names, particular ly those which
stand out so conspicuously along the horizon. For example, Twin Knobs, side-by-side conical
hills, provide the setting for modern campground facilities at Cave Run Lake in Rowan County.
Sugarloaf Mountain , to t he north of Twin Knobs near the headwaters of Bull Fork, is another
well - el evated knob which was the site of an abandoned lookout tower once used by the state
forestry servi ce. This knob , w hen viewed from KY 377 agai nst t he western horizon, looks for
all the wor ld like a perfectly shapoo volcano.

Roets
Just east of and parall el to this string of knobs is another set of hi lly or mountai nous
features. Most of these scenic hills have been carved from rather thick, erosion-resistant
layers of sandstone--the Lee sandstone of Pen nsylvanian age. One of the most unusual of these is
Donathan Rock, a uniquely balanced rock that caps a sandst one-topped mountain over looking
Frenchburg i n Menifee County. Several trails l ead to this picturesque site from downtown
French bu rg. Also located in Menifee County and accessib l e by trails from nearby Sudith on KY
36 are the Carrington Rocks. The prominence of these rocks can be easily seen from the
highway. Reportedly, these rock s provided protection as we ll as a lookout at various times
during the Civil War .

(More)
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One of the best known spots in Rowan County is Clack Mountain, named for one of the county's
ear 1iest settlers and located south of Morehead near the junction of KY 51 9 and KY 127 4. The
mountain, cappJd by a thick block of steep-sided sandstone, has had a great deal of its natural

I

beauty altered qy clay and limestone mining, the evidence of which is visible in the abandoned
I

pits and quarries. This general area has long attracted the attention of Morehead State

stud~nts and others for v~rious and sundry reasons. Two other nearby spots, also
frequented by t~e students, are Lockegee Rock and Amburgey Rocks, both located in the heart of

University

the Daniel

Boon~ National Forest. They can be reached by a forest-service road from

KY 1274

I

which leads westward to Cave Run Lake.
Lockegee Robk is a very popular place and commonly is better known as "Lovers' Rock."
I

Presently, climbing to the top of the rock, which is bound by sandstone cliffs 60 feet or more

'

high, is a populer pastime, but is no easy task and should not be undertaken as one. Regrettably,
a wooden stairJay built by MSU biology professors in the 1950s became very rotten and
dangerous and hlad to be removed. On the other hand, nearly Amburgey Rocks are more readily

!

accessible.'

Rock Houses
Carved from the thick sandstone layers by erosion and commonly associated with these
mountains and rocks are "rock shelters" or "rock houses." At first glance, these features ·may
appear to be caves, but closer inspection reveals them to be but shallow recesses carved into or
I

underneath sandstone ledges. They are present by the hundreds in all sizes, although not always
easy to find in

~he

depths of the forests. These rock shelters are the results of the more effective

washing away of the softer rocks beneath the harder sandstone ledges.
Once a shelf begins to develop, its continued development is often aided by animals
inadvertently enlarging them by temporarily residing in them. Cherokee and Shawnee Indians,
largely from areas north of the Ohio River, used this general region as part of their "hunting
ground" and for, fighting along the Warrior Trail. These rock shelters, many of which are located
high along the l'.icking River Valley, undoubtedly offered strategic sites for lookout purposes as
well as refuge from the elements.
One particu)ar area of the overhanging cliffs along the Licking River unquestionably provided
shelters for the predecessors of the Shawnees and Cherokees. This area is loc11ted primarily
I

along the Rowan County side of the Licking River and is reached by KY 1274. Locally it is known
as the Bangor lhdian Cliffs--Bangor being a small community now inundated by Cave Run Lake,
I

but serving as the site of

I

a boat ramp for

the lake. Numerous artifacts, namely arrowheads and

tools, as well as complete skeletons have been excavated from the floors of these rock shelters

archaeologi~ts, anthropologists and biologists from Kentucky universities. At places,
unfortunately, ~ome well-meaning but ill-advised "amateurs" have destroyed forever the

by

remains of thiJ former civilization.
I
Dr. Phi;llev, a professor geoscience, currentlv serves as dean of the college of Arts and Sciences

' Universitv.
at Morehead State
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GEOLOGICAL JOURNEYS IN NORTHEASTERN KENTUCKY
MOUNTAINS, KNOBS, AND ROCKS, PART II
BY DR. JOHN C. PHILLEY

I

Morehead State.University

At a few places a natural consequence of the continued development of the rock shelters
is the formation of "natural bridges," assisted by the associated geologic processes of
rock jointing. The "jointing," which is so impressively evident in many of the bold
sandstone cliffs, are simply vertically, or nearly so, oriented cracks in the rocks which
I

have been successively enlarged by the elements of weather, particularly the freezingand-thawinb process.

Of course, the most famous sandstone natural bridges in Kentucky

are located !in the Natural Bridge State Resort Park. Although not as spectacular, several
do,

howeve~. occur in northeastern Kentucky, but they are not easily seen or visited

being located well off the beaten path deep within the Daniel Boone National Forest in
Bath and Rowan counties. A county road near KY 7 about 1O miles north of West Liberty
in Morgan d:ounty runs through Wrigley Arch. This sandstone arch, its beginnings the
product of natural geologic causes, does appear to have had its development aided by
road-buidi~g crews.
I

Waterfalls

'

'
Picturesque
waterfalls are commonplace where tributaries of larger rivers and
streams cross and tumble over the foces of sandstone cliffs. Broke Leg Falls, the most
scenic and r:-eadily accessible waterfall, is located along U.S. 460 in Menifee County very
near the Morgan County line. The sandstone cliffs over which the waters of Broke Leg
'

Creek fall

~pproach

a total thickness of 100 feat. Beneath the cliff and behind the falls is

rece~s. or rock shelter, through which a walkway has been constructed. Efforts
have been ~ade, with little success to date, to have this spot developed into a small state-

a deep

su pported

~ark.

(MORE)
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A similar type of waterfall can be observed in Carter County along KY 182 near its
intersection with U.S. 60, the usual entrance to nearby Carter Caves State Resort Park.
This fall is called Horseshoe Falls and it occurs at the point where a small unnamed
tributary of Tygarts Creek falls over the sandstone cliffs at the upper end of Box
Canyon. Although the state park is best known for its caves, the aforementioned Box
Canyon is an unusual scenic feature, a small valley bound by nearly vertical sandstone
I
cliffs on the order of 100 feet high.
Numerous other waterfalls abound throughout the area, such as Twin Falls, close to
Broke Leg Falls and Yocum Falls in Morgan County; but many are unnamed, in out-ofthe-way places, dependent upon sufficient rainfall to feed their waters.

i

I

Man-made Tunnels

I

j

The number of man-made tunnels in the area, though not the product of natural
processes, .are picturesque and scenic. The rugged landscape, with its .distinct lack of
level land, made travel over the terrain particularly difficult, and especially so for the
railroads. As it is today, timber was then, too, a big business, and in the early days
' and spurs were built to haul out the cut timber. Thus, in the early 1900s,
railroad lines
the Morehead and North Fork Railroad came into existence to serve this need. In order to
travel mo(e easily over the rugged landscapes, however, a number of railroad tunnels
were dug; instead of going over the mountains, the trains went through them.
The beginning of the M&NF line was at Clearfield, a small community adjacent to west
Morehead in Rowan County .. The line eventually connected with another short line, the
Lenox Railroad, in Morgan County. The first tunnel to accommodate the railroad was
built

thro~gh

Clack Mountain in southern Rowan County. It began at the head of Morgan

Fork and vias 1 ,354 feet long to the point it exited, at the head of Lower Lick Fork.
Presently,ithis tunnel is unused, in poor shape, and not readily visible from nearby KY
519.

I

Poppin: Rock Tunnel, sometimes called Paragon Tunnel, is located near the
intersectio:n of K.Y 519 and the North Fork of the Licking River. This tunnel, which was
I

725 feet long, and used for a paved county road, has been sealed up.
The

M~NF
I

Railroad ceases operations on a commercial basis in 1933.

I
Dr. Phi l/ey, a professor geoscience, currently serves as dean of the college of Arts and
Sciences al Morehead State University.
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GEOLOGICAL JOURNEYS IN NORTHEASTERN KENTUCKY

OLIVE HILL FIRE CLAY
BY DR. JOHN C. PHIL LEY
Morehead State Univer sity
Fo r about 50 year s the mining of fi re clay and the manufacture of fire bricks was a
thr iving industry centered mainly i n the Olive Hill area of wester n Carter County. The
area was one of the major producers of ref ractory brick in the United States. The
finished brick was shipped to the steel pr oduci ng centers of the U.S. and many for eign
coun tri es. Refractory products from the mined fire clay fou nd wide use in blast and
ope n-hearth furnaces, electric furnaces, coke ovens, glass ta nks and rotary kilns. The
intersection of this cl ay deposit and the Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad in Carter County
was a fortunate circumstance for the ear ly economic develop ment of Olive Hi ll and
Carter County.
The term "fire cl ay" originally referred to a refractory clay that underlies a coal bed.
However, the Olive Hill fire clay,

$J

named because of its excellent deposits near Olive

Hill , does not necessar i ly underlie a coal bed. At some places w here it is found in Carter
County and in other nearby northeastern Kent ucky counties, i t rests just above the
Mississippian - age limestones. At best, t he clay deposits consi st of irregular and
lenticular beds of varyi ng th i cknesses, usual ly l ess than 10 feet, but reportedly up to
25 feet in one old, inaccessible mine.
The quality and character of the clay is also quite variab l e. About one-third of it is
fli nt clay and the remai ning two-thirds is chiefly semi-flin t clay with small amounts of
plasti c cl ay . These terms relate to the decreasi ng hardness and to the increasingl y poorer
refractor y pr oper ties of the clay.

(MOR E)
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I
I

Some

cl~y was shipped from

the region perhaps as early as 1883. Mining operations

J

were located largely in Carter County, with specific sites at Olive Hill, Aden, Grahn,
Enterprise!, Hayward and Soldier. The Harbison-Walker Refractories

pl~nt in Olive Hill

was compllted in 1901. Bricks were first made by the Kentucky Firebrick Company at

i

Haldeman fn Rowan County in 1903, and this place operated until shortly after the end of
I
i

World war, 11. Sometime prior to 1922, ttie same company built a second plant at
I

Haldeman, )vhich was operated until 1955 when it was bought by General Refractories
Company.

I
I

I
In 192S Lee Clay Products began operating at Clearfield, near Morehead in Rowan
County, on a site previously owned by the Clearfield Lumber Company, the latter having
begun operations in 1900. This new company also sought the Olive Hill fire clay, which
was processed with other Pennsylvanian-age clays and shales to manufacture vitrified
clay pipes, septic tanks and drainage tiles. Reduced marketability, transportation costs
and labor problems ended Lee Clay Products in the 1960s. Ironically, lumber interests
eventually re-acquired the manufacturing site, on which several buildings burned to the
ground in 1982.
Dr. Philley, a professor geoscience, currently serves as dean of the college of Arts and
Sciences at Morehead State University.
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GEOLOGICAL JOURNEYS IN NORTHEASTERN KENTUCKY
MOUNTAINS. KNOBS. AND ROCKS. PART II
BY DR. JOHN C. PHILLEY
Morehead State University

At a few places a natural consequence of the continued development of the rock shelters
is the formation of "nat ural bridges," assisted by the associated geologic processes of
rock jointing. The "joi nting ," which is so impressively evident in many of the bold
sandstone cliffs, are simply vertically, or nearly so, or iented cracks in the rocks wh ich
have been success ively enlarged by the elements of weather , particularly the freezi ngand- thawing process.

Of course. the most famous sandstone natura 1 bridges i n Kentucky

are located in the Natural Bridge State Resort Park. Although not as spectacular, several
do, however, occur in northeastern Kentucky, but they are not easily seen or visited
being located well off the beaten path deep within the Daniel Boone National Forest in
Bath and Rowan counties. A county road near KY 7 about 10 miles north of West Liberty
in Morgan Cou nty runs through Wrigley Arch. This sandstone arch. its begin nings the
product of natural geologic causes. does appear to have had its development aided by
road-buiding crews.

Waterfalls
Picturesque waterfalls are commonplace where tributaries of larger rivers and
streams cross and tumb le over the faces of sandstone cliffs. Broke Leg Falls, the most
scenic and readily accessible waterfall, is located along U.S. 460 in Menifee Cou nty very
near the Morgan Cou nty line. The sandstone cliffs over which t he waters of Broke Leg
Creek fall approach a total thickness of 100 feat. Beneath the cliff and behind the falls is
a deep recess, or rock shelter. through which a walkway has been constructed. Efforts
have been made, with little success to date, to have this spot developed into a small statesupported park .

(MORE)
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I
A similar type of waterfall can be observed in Carter County along KY 182 near its
intersection with U.S. 60, the usual entrance to nearby Carter Caves State Resort Park.
This fal I i~ called Horseshoe Falls and it occurs at the point where a small unnamed
tributary Of Tygarts Creek falls over the sandstone cliffs at the upper end of Box
Canyon. Al~hough the state park is best known for its caves, the aforementioned Box
Canyon is ~n unusual scenic feature, a small valley bound by nearly vertical sandstone
I
cliffs on th'e order of 100 feet high.
Numer6us other waterfalls abound throughout the area, such as Twin Falls, close to
Broke Leg Falls and Yocum Falls in Morgan County; but many are unnamed, in out-of1

the-way pl,aces, dependent upon

s:::::ta~:n::~:e::ed their waters.

The number of man-made tunnels in the area, though not the product of natural
processes, are picturesque and scenic. The rugged landscape, with its distinct lack of
level land, made travel over the terrain particularly difficult, and especially so for the
railroads. As it is today, timber was then, too, a big business, and in the early days
railroad li8es and spurs were built to haul out the cut timber. Thus, in the early 1900s,
'
the Morehead and North Fork Railroad came into existence to serve this need. In order to
travel more easily over the rugged landscapes, however, a number of railroad tunnels
.
.
were dug; instead of going over the mountains, the trains went through them.
The beginning of the M&NF line was at Clearfield, a small community adjacent to west
Morehead in Rowan County. The line eventually connected with another short line, the
Lenox Railrioad, in Morgan County. The first tunnel to accommodate the railroad was
built through Clack Mountain in southern Rowan County. It began at the head of Morgan
Fork and was 1,354 feet long to the point it exited, at the head of Lower Lick Fork.
Presently, this tunnel is unused, in poor shape, and not readily visible from nearby KY
519.
Popp in' Rock Tunnel, sometimes called Paragon Tunnel, is located near the
intersection of KY 519 and the North Fork of the Licking River. This tunnel, which was
I
725 feet Jong, and used for a paved county road, has been sealed up.
The MJNF Railroad ceases operations on a commercial basis in 1933.
i
I

Dr. iPhilley, a professor geoscience, current/)' serves as dean of the college of Arts and

'

Sciences at Norehead State Universitv.
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GEOtlOGICAL JOURNEYS IN NORTHEASTERN KENTUCKY
NORTHEASTERN KENTUCKY LIMESTONES
BY DR. JOHN C. PHILLEY
Morehead State University
Various 'types of limestones are found at the surface over a great deal of Kentucky.
Ordovician-.age limestones underlie much of the Bluegrass region of central Kentucky,
and Mississippian-age limestones under! ie the Pennyroyal plateaus of western Kentucky
as well as vbry narrow strips of land along the northwestern face of Pine Mountain in
southeaster~

Kentucky and along the western edge of the Eastern Kentucky Coal Field.

The presence of the world-famous Mammoth Cave system in western Kentucky and the
less famous Carter Caves in Carter County in northeastern Kentucky are irrefutable
evidence that the limestones can be dissolved by underground waters.
For Kentucky as a whole, limestone has been credited for many of the state's
trademarks. The limestones that grace the Bluegrass are believed to have endowed the
soils upon it with a suitable fertility for the nourishment of the grass that thoroughbred
horses seem to especially enjoy. In early pioneer days when it was fashionable for every
farm to manufacture some bourbon whiskey, the waters that issued forth from cracks in
I

the limestone rocks were thought to render a special flavor to the whiskey. Early
settlers we{e not unmindful of the nature of the rock upon which they dwelt, in that they
named their1 communities after it--namely Limestone , near Maysville in Mason County,
and anotherJso-named place in Carter County near Olive Hill. Both places are virtually
non-existent today, however.
I

Commer:cial development of the limestone deposits has been widespreoo throughout
the state

I

wi~h

other 40 active quarries in 27 Eastern Kentucky counties alone in 1967.

Total thickness of the Mississippian-age limestone layers in northeastern Kentucky
'
range up to: 100 feet or more; active quarries are also found in southwestern Rowan
County neaG Clack Mountain, accessible from KY 519; in northwestern Morgan County
along the LiCking River, also accessible from KY 519; in Carter County between 1-64
and U.S. 60~ immediately east of Olive Hill and along KY 24 near Carter City; and in

' along Indian Creek Road west of Frenchburg, accessible from U.S. 460.
Menifee County
I

At someiplaces, most notably in Carter County near Lawton along KY 174 and in
'Menifee Cou'nty west of Frenchburg along U.S. 460, the limestone has been mined
'

underground. Limestone is no longer extracted from either site, and, in recent years, the
underground mine at Lawton has been used successfully to grow mushrooms
1
commercia1· 1y.
(MORE)
1
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Northeast\)rn Kentucky Limestones
I
'

I

The rock, when crushed, is used mainly for concrete aggregate and road stone, but
some of it is suitable for a variety of uses in chemical, metallurgical and special
industries Juch as the manufacture of portland cement, mine dust for underground coal
mines, fluxlfor use in the steel industry, agricultural lime, and filler material for use
in agricultural fertilizers.
Careful inspection of the limestones reveal that they possess a rather wide variety of
physical characteristics. Various types of fossils are quite common throughout the entire
thickness of the northeastern Kentucky limestones. The greatest success for finding
these fossils, however, is enjoyed where the rocks have not been freshly broken for
mining or r.oad construction purposes. Older rock surfaces that have been weathered
'
over a relatively long period of time exhibit their fossil contents much more readily.
Chert Or Flint

A common ingredient of many of these Mississippian-age limestone$ is the chert. The
chert, or flint, as it is erroneously called by some, is usually the reddish, hard quartzlike substance from which the early Indians made arrowheads and other implements. The
chert is sporadically distributed throughout the limestone in highly irregular shapes
and masses. Archaeological sites abound th.roughout the region at which it is not at all
common to ~ind a multitude of chips and flakes along with an occasional well-shaped
arrowhead qf this chert.
Mineral:collectors, especially those who like to cut and polish their own specimens
into jewelry, will find that much of this chert, referred to by some as jasperoidal chert,
has gemstorie qualities.
A roadsi8e exposure, just north of the upper end of Cave Run Lake along KY 1274 in
'
southern Rdwan County, displays a unique outcrop of the chert. Whereas the limestone
'
layers are commonly horizontal, here the chert bodies cut across or through the
enclosing limestone in a vertical or perpendicular pattern at several places. The vertical
intrusions ~f the chert, in turn, have tapering arms of chert extending outward and away
from each of them. Although a clearly plausible explanation for the origin of this
'
situation escapes
most geologists, they com manly ref er to these odd- looking chert
masses as chert "dikes."
(MORE)
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Northeastern Kentucky limestones
I

3

lithographic limestone
'

I

Some limestones along Cry Creek and other places in Rowan County are exceedingly
finely textired to the extent that some earlier geologists called them lithographic
limestonesJ In fact, the newspaper that existed in Morehead in 1898 contained an article
that made rlleference to this "lithographic stone of extra quality" on Dry Creek. However,
there is no, indication that this rock was ever used for printing purposes.

Caves and Sinkholes
I

All the ,caves and other solution features at Carter Caves State Resort Park, namely
natural bridges and sinkholes (collapsed portions of caves), developed in the limestone
deposits. However, in other areas of Carter, Rowan, Menifee and Morgan counties, less
spectacular but, nevertheless, noteworthy solution features can be found. Along the
Menifee-Morgan county line near KY 1274, there are a number of small caves along
Cave Branch, as well as a "sinking" creek called Mine Branch. Both branches are
tributaries.of the Licking River. The path of Mine Branch is a bit unusual in that it
disappears through an underground passageway for a short distance before again coming
to the surface downstream. This phenomenon accounts for its general name of "sinking"
creek and its proper name of Mine Branch.
I

Also along
, KY 1274, but entirely in Rowan County, are picturesque "solution
valleys," some of which clearly have solution holes or entrances to the very narrow
underground channels at their deepest points.

!

Murder Branch
MurderlBranch in Menifee County, the entrance of which is now flooded by Cave Run
Lake, is reported to have some small limestone caves and overhanging sandstone cliffs at
its very upper end. This area was the scene of the infamous Murder Branch massacre
which occu~red in April 1793. Indians had captured 19 women and children from
'

Morgan's Station in Montgomery County to the west and were about to be overtaken by a
posse at this site. To avoid capture, the Indians massacred their captives and fled
successfully to Ohio. This murderous raid is believed to have been the last such raid into
Kentucky,

~nd was responsible for the name given to this branch of Beaver Creek.
I

Dr. 'Philley, a professor geoscience, currently serves as dean of the college of Aris and
Sciences al !Morehead State Universil)'.
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GEOLOGICAL JOURNEYS IN NORTHEASTERN KENTUCKY
ROWAN COUNTY FREESTONE

BY DR. JOHN C. PHIL LEY
Morehead State University

The rather small ham let of Farmers, along U.S. 60 i n western Rowan County, once a
thriving community, has received national attention in r ece nt years, but not necessar ily
for all the r ight reasons!
In the summ er of 1972 , during the fi nal years of the construction of nearby Cave Run
Lake, a period of unusually heavy rain fa l l , par ti cularly n the upstream area of the lake,
threatened to overrun and erode away the cofferdam protecting the construct ion site of
the mai n dam , placing Farm ers and other areas located downstream in danger of flooding .
Fortunately, the cofferdam, after much reinforcement, held and a catastrophe was
averted, but not before television had alerted the whole nation to the plight of Farmers.
At a later date, a train derailment in the middle of town caused toxic fumes to be released
from a tank car . Agai n, evacuation of the citizenry and immedi ate attention by
ap propriate personnel av er ted the disaster, and once more the nation heard about
Far mer s via television.
In a less spectacular fashion, Farmers has gained notor iety among g:iologists for being
the "type locality " for a r ather distinctive type of sedimentary r ock known as the
Farmer s siltstone . As is the practice , geologists name such distinctive gro ups of rocks
after the geographic localit ies where they ar e best exposed and are easily studied.
The very fine-grai ned siltstone rocks ar e characterized by their thick and ver y even
beds, which are usually separated by thin seam s of muddy shales. Of interest to fossil
collector s are t he very peculiar "rooster - tail markings" found on the surfaces of many
beds . These markings are believed to have been made by "sea worms" as they "grazed"
over the muddy sea floor in search of food. Also, miner al col lectors will be inter ested in
the marcasite and pyrite minerals , both comm only called "fool's gold ," which coat the
under side of one of the lowermost si ltstone l ayers. Both miner al s are iron su l fide
minerals and look very much alike.
For many years the Farmers siltstone was actively quarri ed in Rowan County. The
rock was used for various bu i l ding purposes , such as sidewal ks and curbing and flagging.
The thin shale partings between the thick si ltstone beds made quarrying relatively easy.
The rock was sawed and milled rather easily in all di rections, hence its name
"freestone," and more specifically the Rowan County Freestone.
(MORE)
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Quarryjng began in 1890 in a small, now non-existent community that was known as
I

Freestone. fhe Freestone quarry was about two miles east of Farmers along U.S. 60. This
quarry produced quality rock which was shipped to many eastern states. In 1905, the
Rowan Cou~ty Freestone Company was awarded a silver medal by the Louisiana Purchase
Exposition lfor "building good stone."
A numb'er of other quarries sprung up around the county, the most notable of which
was at

Blu~stone, about five miles west of Morehead, also along U.S.

60 and quite near

the aforementioned Freestone quarry. Now, the Bluestone location is largely obscured by
the Lakevie.w Heights housing development. However, a small unused excavation site is
still eviden't along KY 32 a few miles north of 1-64. Abandoned diggings can be observed
by hiking to the top of the hill around which Salt Lick in Bath County is built.
Three or four decades ago commercial production of the freestone, or bl uestone as it
was called by some, was discontinued after concrete became a more readily available
and, usually, cheaper substitute.
The Farmers siltstone is still of interest to the petroleum geologist because it
contains oil in the counties to the southeast where the rock layers are buried several
hundreds of feet beneath the surface. Drillers and others commonly refer to this oilproduci ng rock as the Weir sand.

Dr. Philley, a professor geoscience, current/)' serves as dean or the college of Arts and
Sciences at· Morehead State Universitv.
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GEOLOGICAL JOURNEYS IN NORTHEASTERN KENTUCKY
WEAVER HOLE
BY DR. JOHN C. PHILLEY
Morehead State University

A populbr fishing and swimming place in the North Fork of Triplett Creek in Rowan
!

County has gained a certain amount of mystique over the years. The place is known
I

locally as Weaver Hole and is located along Cranston Road, that is KY 377, where Beaver
Branch connects with the North Fork. Here, the North Fork sharply doubles back and at
this horseshoe-shaped bend the waters appear to be extraordinarily deep, an appearance
emphasized'by the fact that the stream waters of the North Fork above and below the bend
I

are relativ~ly shallow, probably less than five feet deep. Over the years, Weaver Hole
has gained

I

~he

.

reputation of being a "bottomless" hole, an obviously absurd one, but one,

nevertheless, that has been perpetuated. The reputation has been nourished by some
unfortunate drownings which probably occurred when unsuspecting swimmers,
unaware of the sudden great depth, might have suffered muscle cramps when
encounterin,g the deeper and colder water.
WeaveriHole is, of course, not bottomless. Scuba divers, faculty and students from
Morehead State University, determined some years ago that the depth of this unusual hole
I

is only about 12 feet. Nevertheless, this sharp sudden change in the depth of North Fork
at this singular spot still poses somewhat of a mystery. Just why is it that deep?
The present state highway is now very close to the hole, a fact that apparently was not
always the case. Comparison of maps published in 1935 with those in 1953 of the area
reveal' that ,the highway's location was changed during this interval of time to run much
closer to the North Fork of Triplett Creek at this locality. Futhermore, it is easily
observed that the even-bedded siltstone layers of the Farmers Member of the Borden
Formation, which has been used extensively in the past for local construction projects,
crop out along the banks and forms the channel of the North Fork here. Thus, speculation
is put forth at this point that the hole is probably a man-made one, perhaps a place
where Far~ers :>iltstone or "freestone," as it is locally called, was extracted to build a
new road bed for the relocation of the state highway. Although this speculation is
'

unconfirme9, it does seem to offer a reasonably plausible explanation for the significant
depth of the; water ho le. That it has not been filled up with stream sediments and other
I

debris indicates that the swirling waters caused by the sharp bend in the stream's
direction can keep the hole cleaned out.
Dr. Phi l/ey, a professor geoscience, currently serves as dean of the college of Aris and
Sciences al Morehead Slate University.
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GEOLOGICAL JOURNEYS IN NORTHEASTERN KENTUCKY
KENTUCKY"S IRON OR ES

BY DR . JOHN C. PHILLEY
Morehead State University
For nearly 100 years, from the 1790s to the 1890s, Kentucky was one of the leading
iron-producing states i n the nation, ranging from as high as second in 1837 to seventh
in the 1840s and 1850s. The remnants of this once-flourishing industry can be seen
today in the remains and ruins of the numerous iron furnaces that dot the landscape in
northeastern Knetucky. Typical vestiges of this now-vanished industry are the Bourbon
Iron Works, three miles south of Owingsville in Bath County along KY 36, and the Clear
Creek Furn ace, near Salt Lick also in Bath County just off of KY 2 1 1. Others can be found
in Carter, Menifee and Greenup counties.
The Bourbon Furnace, established in 17 91, was the first iron furnace west of the
Appalachian Mountains. This furnace and all others that followed benefitted from easily
accessible albeit poor quality iron ores, abundant nearby limestone deposits and heavily
forested lands.
Typically, the furnaces were four-sided pyramidal structures composed of chiseled
and sawed native rocks, quite commonly the freestones or bluestones which crop out in
Rowan County or other sandstones. The structures were on the order of 25 feet square at
their bases and up to 40 feet high. Invariably , the furnaces were located next to small
hills so that the fuel, usually charcoal produced from the local forests, 1imestone flux
and iron ore could be dumped into the openings at the tapered tops of the furnaces.
The iron ore came from several sources, the most notable being the Preston ore banks
located on hilltops along KY 36 just north of Olympia in Bath County, and the Rose Run
iron ore l ocated also on hilltops east of the 1-64 and U.S. 60 interchange, also in Bath
County. The Preston iron ore was the first source of iron in Kentucky and was utilized
extensively by the Bourbon Furnace. This ore, from Devonian-age rocks called the Boyle
Dolomite, was show n by; early analysis to contain up to 80 percent iron oxide; it was
comp letely remGved by 1894 leading to the exploitation of the nearby Rose Run i ran - ore
deposits. Today the site of the Rose Run workings is marked by numerous small lakes
which occupy the shal l ow excavation pits where the ore was once mined. Some of the
lakes have become sceni c spots for fishing and picnicking. The mining of the Rose Run
ore, the mineralization of the Silurian-age Brassfield Formation, was largely done from
1892 unti 1 191 4. The ore, technically is an ol it ic hematite , an i ran-oxide mineral, in
layers up to three feet thick and with an iron content of about 25 percent.
(MOR E )
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With few exceptions, the other· iron furnaces in northeastern Kentucky outside of Bath
County used!other types of iron ores locally known as the "main block ores" or "hanging
I
rock ores." iThis is particularly true of the furnaces that sprang up in Carter and
Greenup counties. The ores, which were usually very low grade ones, occur mainly as
nodular or boncretionary rock bodies irregularly "suspended" or distributed throughout
the Pennsyl~anian-age, coal-bearing rocks of this part of Kentucky. These unfavorable
ore charact~ristic led to an early demise of those furnaces dependent upon them.
I
Ordinarily, the furnaces were filled w1th the necessary amounts of charcoal,
limestone, ~nd iron ore to produce "pig iron," the name given to the furnace's ultimate
product. Th~t it was called "pig iron" stemmed from the pattern created when the molten
iron was dr~wn from the base of the furnace. Apparently, the pattern resemble in some
ways the sight of little piglets suckling at the mother's belly.
The charring of wood from the surrounding bountiful forests was a familiar process
to most Kentuckians at this time. The limestone came from several sources, either the
Ordovician- or Mississippian-age ones, both of which were fairly accessible to most
furnaces. It served as a flux, allowing the purer and heavier iron as it separated from
the raw ore' by the intense heat, to settle to the bottom of the furnace pile where it was
drawn out into trenches. The lightweight impurities that floated to the top of the flux
created a gl~ssy-looking waste product usually called "furnace slag." The slag was
commonly 8roken up and hauled away to be used in surfacing farm and county roads.
Becau~e mubh of this glassy slag looks for the world identically like obsidian, that is
volcanic gl~ss, persons lacking knowledge of these iron-furnace products become '
I
erroneously intrigued about Kentucky volcanoes where encountering these scattered
I
deposits. I
U.ltimat~ly, all the iron furnaces grew cold, and Kentucky's famous industry ended.
The discove~ed of the rich and vast iron-ore deposits of the Lake Superior area of
, Minnesota dnd Wisconsin which could be easily and economically shipped over the Great
I
Lakes to the mills in Pennsylvania, a state rich also in coal and limestone deposits, made
it unprofitable for Kentucky to compete. Kentucky's low-grade, easily depleted iron
'
ores, the r~ther slow removal of timber for charcoal production, the antiquated iron
I
furnace methods, and the inaccessibility to the market all contributed to the end of the
furnaces a~d to Kentucky's fall from national prominence as a significant iron- .
I
producing state.
Dr. !Philley, a professor geoscience, currently serves as dean of the college of Arts and
Sciences at: Morehead State University.
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